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Keywords: microRNA; NGS data analysis; small noncoding RNA; tasiRNA Small RNAs (sRNAs) are short non-coding transcripts with important regulatory roles in plants during development, environmental response, and antiviral defense, as well as genome structure maintenance [1] . They can be classified in several classes according to their biogenesis and function. The most studied sRNAs are the microRNAs (miRNAs), usually 21-nucleotide long, which regulate gene expression at the post-transcriptional level by acting on their target transcripts in order to avoid their translation [2] [3] [4] . The miRNA precursor sequences (pre-miRNA) are transcripts of 70 nucleotide in length with a stem-loop RNA secondary structure similar to hairpins [4] . In addition, the transacting small-interfering RNAs (tasiRNA) are another prominent class of sRNAs that act similarly to miRNAs [5] . The biogenesis of tasiRNAs is triggered by miRNAs and consists on conversion of capped and polyadenylated tasiRNA primary transcripts to dsRNA followed by cleavage in phase with respect to the miRNA cleavage site [5] .
Understanding the regulation of the considered biological processes usually requires the characterization of the full sRNA repertoire. This is achieved by the application of a sequence of bioinformatics tools in order to (a) preprocess the sRNA sequences by controlling their quality and by filtering unwanted sequences like t-or rRNAs, (b) identify known or conserved miRNAs, (c) predict novel miRNAs and their precursors, as well as tasiRNAs, and (d) compile the obtained results in tables and figures for a comprehensive analysis report. The analysis of RNA-seq data in general, and sRNA analysis in particular, is currently a very active field in bioinformatics, and thus a large number of computational tools have been and are Abbreviations miRNAs, microRNAs; pre-miRNA, miRNA precursor sequences; sRNA, small RNAs; tasi, transacting small-interfering RNAs.
being developed for this purpose [6] [7] [8] [9] . They comprise both commercial and open-source solutions, and are implemented and delivered in various forms, from web-based developer-hosted solutions, over desktop applications to packages for statistics frameworks like R or script collections to run in a UNIX environment.
Many of these tools work well for sRNA studies in organisms with a fully sequenced genome. For instance, the majority of the known miRNAs are conserved among several species or come from species with a fully sequenced genome and are deposited in databases such as MIRBASE [10] , which in its current version (MIRBASE version 21) harbors for instance 427 miRNAs from Arabidopsis thaliana and 401 from Populus trichocarpa, but none from a vast number of nonmodel species. The identification of the diverse classes of sRNAs in nonmodel plant species without a sequenced genome hence faces a number of additional challenges and steps involving a variety of information sources, e.g., searching either for homologous sequences in available transcriptomic and genomic databases for the given species or its close relatives, or for identical sRNAs, usually miRNAs or tasiRNAs, previously identified and classified in other plant species. Also, additional complexities need to be considered, like the search for species-specific novel miRNAs, requiring the computational identification of their larger precursors and their characteristic hairpin secondary structure.
Given the fact that databases of nonmodel organisms are scarce or inexistent but keep being improved over time, results of a once performed sRNA analysis in a nonmodel plant is very likely to become obsolete if not revised and updated periodically. In order to produce solid results in our own work on nonmodel plant sRNAs, and be able to redo these analyses in a comprehensive way in the future, we developed the miRPursuit pipeline hereby presented. We aimed to find an optimal trade-off between a comfortable, automatic execution of the pipeline by users without a deep bioinformatics background, and the extended customizability of all information sources and processes, as well as the full control over each of the analysis steps and its parameters. We combined a number of publicly available open-source tools, each for a specific step in sRNA analysis, which can be sequentially executed with a single comprehensive command on an own-hosted UNIX-based computer. Several sRNA libraries can be processed in a single run, the parameters of which are defined in comprehensive configuration lists. At the end of each run, a report and a matrix file with read counts are issued, surveying the results of the analysis together with the chosen process parameters and the used input sources. miRPursuit is publicly available, with most necessary tools for operation being installed in one single installation step.
In the following section, we will present the design of miRPursuit and its constituent elements, and explain its installation and execution. We have performed the validation of miRPursuit by comparison with a similar tool using datasets from a model plant. We have further demonstrated its applicability to nonmodel plant species by performing sRNA analysis with a dataset from Quercus suber [11] , and comparing the results with those obtained in a former study that used the same analysis tools step-by-step in a nonautomated manner [11] .
Materials and methods
The general design of miRPursuit and its main steps are depicted in Fig. 1 . miRPursuit was built around publicly available software (Table 1) with sRNA classification at its core, using various elements of the UEA sRNA workbench [12] , The novelty and added value of miRPursuit is the integration of established and widely used software into a single workflow by a set of UNIX shell scripts, which conduct the data flow throughout the pipeline. This way, the user may define the miRPursuit parameters in a number of configuration files (file extension .cfg, Appendix S1) and then execute the pipeline with these settings for a great number of libraries in a sequential or parallel mode. Table 1 provides more details on the external software used in the miRPursuit framework and Table 2 suggests databases to be used in miRPursuit processes.
miRPursuit function and operation

Preprocessing
The preprocessing of the raw sequence libraries obtained from the sequencing service provider consists in the quality control of the reads by means of the fastQC [13] , as well as format conversions using the fastq_to_fasta software from the FASTX toolkit [14] . Optionally, the reads are then searched for adaptor sequences using the fastx_clipper software of the FASTX toolkit-sRNA sequences are assumed to be the string of nucleotides between the 5 0 and 3 0 adaptor sequences, and sequence artifacts, such as products of multiple adapter ligation or empty constructs, and sequences of 10 nucleotide or shorter are removed from the workflow.
Filtering
In the next stage, reads pass two additional filters. First, using the filter tool of the UEA sRNA Workbench [12] , a number of unwanted reads are eliminated. The 'black-listed' reads are contained in a fasta-file, referred to as Filtering DB ( Fig. 1 ). By default, this database contains the rRNA and tRNA sequences imported from Rfam DB [15] , but it can be freely complemented with additional user-defined sequences. Furthermore, this filter selects for sequence length, and for low sequence complexity. The second filtering step selects Fig. 1 . miRPursuit pipeline diagram and miRPursuit file structure. Each rectangle represents a folder, dotted lines indicate relative paths, while solid lines indicate folder is child of arrow origin. /miRPursuit is located in the path where it was installed. /[workdir_name] has the path that was set in workdir in workdir.cfg. /config has all the configuration files specified in Appendix S1. /count has all count files generated. /data stores all generated files along if any intermediary files generated by the processes in the pipeline. /log stores all the log file related to the pipeline execution. 
Annotation: conserved and novel miRNAs and tasiRNAs prediction
In the annotation stage, the reads that have successfully passed the filtering step are classified. The miRBase + DB used for this purpose should contain all known and already annotated sRNAs. The default is the public MIRBASE [10] but any additional sRNAs of interest may be added. The MIRPROF algorithm [12] used in this step performs searches with a predefined allowance of mismatches. In order to reduce the number of false-negative hits, miRPursuit operates an iterative process: first, all reads with zero mismatches to miRBase + DB reads are selected, then the remainder is searched for sequences with one mismatch. The process continues until it reaches the maximum number of user-defined mismatches. At this point, all annotated sequences are pooled. miRNA sequences mapped to more than one miRNA family are collapsed such that redundant counting does not distort the reported abundance of the conserved miRNA families.
Reads not mapped to miRBase + DB are searched for putative novel miRNAs and tasiRNAs by means of the miRCat and TaSi Predictor [17] tools, respectively, both included in the UEA sRNA Workbench [12] . Here, miRCat also uses the same Genome + DB reads as in the filtering step. The application of miRCat is very memory (RAM) intensive, so to circumvent RAM limitations, the genome file can be split, and miRCat be applied to each portion. miRPursuit merges the resulting files and removes those miRNAs that paired with more genome sites than the maximum allowed in the configuration file (wbench_mircat.cfg, Appendix S1).
Reporting
The final reporting stage summarizes the outcomes of the entire pipeline run for each processed sRNA library and writes them to a single tab-separated matrix file (.tsv) with the counts of every classified read for each library, which can then be easily imported by the user to programs for statistical analysis (e.g., R, MICROSOFT EXCEL -Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA ). This report features the counts of both total and unique reads which entered or were eliminated in each stage of the pipeline and provides an expression matrix for the conserved and putative novel miRNAs and tasiRNAs. In addition to this reporting file, all files produced by miRPursuit during the run are stored in welldefined libraries for additional processing or inspection. PatMaN, fastqc, fastx_tools, and UEA sRNA WORK-BENCH (University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK) (Version 4) are also downloaded automatically during miRPursuit installation, as well as the latest version of the mature miRNA sequences deposited in MIRBASE [18, 19] . Detailed instructions for the installation process are given in supplementary file (Appendix S1) and in online document. The Genome + DB and an alternative Filtering DB should be configured before executing miRPursuit. All parameters can be manually configured at any time, which is safeguarded in run logs by storing the configuration set up at the time of miRPursuit execution. In any case, pipeline execution will not proceed unless all mandatory variables in the configuration files have been set. Detailed instructions are given in the online document http://mirpursuit.readthedocs.io.
Validation of miRPursuit
In order to validate miRPursuit, we have run available datasets from Medicago truncatula (accession numbers GSM769272, GSM769273, GSM769274, GSM769277) in miRPursuit and made a comparative analysis of the results with those obtained by using miRPlant, another [25] tool for identification of plant miRNA from sRNA sequence data [20] . For comparative purposes, the parameters Precision (conserved miRNAs with precursor/total miRNAs with precursor) and Recall (conserved miRNAs with precursor/ total conserved miRNA) were calculated. Additionally, a Redundancy parameter was included to show the number of precursors predicted per miRNA.
Demonstration of miRPursuit using a nonmodel plant
With the aim of demonstrating the applicability of miRPursuit in a nonmodel plant, we updated the sRNA profiling information in Q. suber by running publicly available sRNA datasets obtained from leaf and cork tissues (NCBI GenBank under the accession numbers SRR988108 and SRR988109, respectively). These datasets had been previously analyzed with the same or similar software modules as featured in miRPursuit, but in a step-by-step nonautomated manner [11] . As Genome + DB we used a preliminary version of the Q. suber genome draft (700 Mb). For the identification of t-/rRNAs, RFAM database v12.1 was used [12] , while conserved miRNAs were identified in MIRBASE v21 [10] .
Results
Validation of miRPursuit
The validation of the miRPursuit was done using four Illumina sRNA-seq libraries from M. truncatula (Appendix S2) for which a large amount of information is available, including 672 miRNA precursors and 756 mature miRNAs deposited in MIRBASE v21, and the full genome sequence MEDTRA17 4.0 [21] . The results from miRPursuit were then compared with those obtained by a similar analysis tool, miRPlant [20] , and are shown in Table 3 . The number of predicted precursors of conserved miRNAs given by both tools was almost identical, with an average of 73 conserved miRNAs with precursor, but the total number of conserved miRNA sequences in a given library was only provided by miRPursuit. In fact, the total number of conserved miRNA sequences identified by miRPursuit in each library was on average 336, representing at least a fourfold increase compared to the number of conserved miRNAs identified by miRPlant relying on precursor prediction only. In what concerns novel miRNAs, the total numbers predicted by miRPlant and miRPursuit were similar (340 and 325 on average, respectively), although the number of precursors obtained was much higher for miRPlant (1148) when compared to miRPursuit (432).
In summary, the Precision and Recall parameter values were similar between both tools but Redundancy value was lower in miRPursuit indicating a more stringent prediction of precursors (Table 3) . Moreover, miRPursuit additionally provides the annotation for conserved miRNA and prediction of tasiRNAs (Appendix S2).
Demonstration of miRPursuit use in a nonmodel plant
Preprocessing and filtering of Quercus suber sRNAs
The Q. suber sequences were filtered for low complexity reads, no match in the plant rRNA/tRNA database and sequence lengths outside the interval between 18 and 26 nucleotide. The settings for mapping sequences to the Genome + DB are given in Appendix S1, and DB file should be built and customized by the user. If the genome for the species under analysis is not available, the user can compile the data that is publicly available or confidential data to build it.
Annotation of conserved miRNAs
In our experiment, a total of 43 conserved miRNA families were annotated, two more than in the former analysis (see Appendices S3 and S4). This net difference is the result of the annotation of 13 new miRNA families (absent in miRNA v18), the merging of the miR472 and miR482 families in the current version of MIRBASE (v21), and the absence of 10 miRNA families annotated in the former study. The newly annotated miRNA families result from recent additions to MIR-BASE, as all newly annotated families were not present in MIRBASE v18, which had 18 226 entries (21 643 mature miRNA and 168 species) in contrast with the 28 645 entries in MIRBASE v21 (35 828 mature miRNA and 223 species). The absence of 10 miRNAs families, in turn, was caused by differences in the filtering parameters, in particular the increase of the minimum abundance filter from 3 to 5, and the fact that the genome mapping was not applied in the former analysis. Finally, changes in miRNAs mature forms in some miRNAs families in miRBase influenced the annotation of reads, as well as the annotation of some of the formerly predicted novel miRNAs.
Prediction of novel miRNAs and tasiRNAs
Using miRPursuit with the parameters abundance > 9, maximum number of genome hits ≤ 5, À 50 < adjusted MFE < À20 (see Appendix S1 for details) yielded a total of 1408 putative novel miRNA (Appendices S3 and S5). This is a large number compared to the 30 novel miRNAs of the former study. From those 30 former putative novel miRNAs, only five were also predicted in the current analysis as novel miRNAs. Two of them were discarded in the filtering step because they did not map in the genome, 6 were annotated due to the update of miRBase, while the remaining 17 miRNAs reported in the former analysis were not annotated by miRPursuit probably due to the use of a different reference genome file. In fact, the current use of a genome instead of leaves and phellem transcriptomes in the former study explains the larger number of predicted novel sRNAs. The sequence covered in the reference genome is much wider and regions from the genome that are not usually present in the transcriptome are available for prediction. For instance, in libraries generated after poly-A tail-based enrichment, such as those available for transcriptomes in the former analysis, the miRNA precursors sequences from which the poly-A tail has been cleaved are not present. It should be point out that the list of putative novel miRNA provided by miRPursuit needs to be manually curated focusing on the analyses of the precursor secondary structures in order to exclude invalid hairpin structures and other irregular features of the predicted loci [17] . Moreover, the miRPursuit report also includes information for the tasiRNAs. Using these two datasets, we have identified 969 putative tasiRNAs, 797 of which from leaves and 550 from cork tissue (Appendices S3, S6 and S7). The tasiRNA prediction generated files include a matrix file with the tasiRNA sequence counts for each tasiRNA genomic loci and a file with the tasiRNA sequences listed for each of the tasiRNA genomic loci.
Pipeline performance
The present example took 4 h of computation using 20 threads on a workstation with two Intel Xeon E5-2620 2.00 GHz hexacore processors, with 29 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 12.04. The most time-consuming step in the pipeline is miRCat precursor prediction and the duration of a pipeline run depends strongly on the genome size and therefore the available RAM.
Discussion
In the present work, we introduce miRPursuit, a pipeline for sRNA analysis combining several established computational tools into an integrated pipeline, which can be installed on an own/cloud-hosted UNIX-based computer. The pipeline performs a series of sRNA analyses in a fully automated fashion, based on the values contained in a few comprehensive configuration files. In fact, one of the main advantages of using miRPursuit over individual tools is minimizing the need to perform manual repetitive tasks as it allows to run several libraries in parallel easily allowing to compare differences in sRNA read accumulation among sRNA libraries. The pipeline automatically connects each step by processing the data flow between tools. miRPursuit can analyze directly the sRNA sequencing raw data from any sequencer. It runs on the users' workstation, thus all the necessary files must be located there and the customization of a reference genome file Genome + DB is facilitated. The same approach can be done for the miRBase + DB used in miRNA annotation, which can be updated with miRNAs or other annotated sRNAs missing in miRBase. So, confidential data can be used without constraints. Moreover, if the needed molecular information is publicly available and organized in public databases, it can be directly used after download. The end result provides the identification and annotation of conserved and novel miRNAs and tasiRNAs, along with the expression matrix of the libraries from the input dataset, which can be easily exported to other programs to perform differential expression analyses. We demonstrated how each step of the analysis, including all the involved databases designed in a custom fashion by the user, and a reasonable execution time, could be expected also on small-scale workstations or powerful mobile computers or desktops.
A validation of the miRPursuit was performed by benchmarking both miRPursuit and miRPlant tools [20] . Although miRPursuit outputs are similar to those of miRPlant regarding some of the evaluated parameters (Precision and Recall), miRPursuit gives additional information by annotating the conserved miRNAs through sequence homology, and by identifying tasiRNAs. Moreover, the number of predicted precursors per miRNA was lower in miRPursuit indicating a more stringent precursor prediction.
Our comparative analysis with data from a previously published sRNA analysis of cork oak (Q. suber) data [11] yields sensible results, and highlights how reported results depend on relatively small variations between different versions of the same database (miRBase in this case), and increase considerably if data sources are, e.g., upgraded from transcriptomic to genomic data, which strongly affects the identification of novel miRNAs.
A recent report by Taylor et al. [22] systematically highlighted the increasing corruption of public sRNA databases through erroneous annotation results. They pinpoint those criteria for sound annotations for plant miRNAs that have been established for some time [23] , and the main issues given today involve putting these criteria into practice. This may be especially challenging in sRNA studies of non-model plants, which often require the use of one or several nonestablished data sources (e.g., draft genomes) and the concomitant need to rerun analysis with increased frequency. We propose that our approach of integrating several analysis tools with a customized set of databases by means of open-source scripts is a valuable approach to achieving an optimal equilibrium between process transparency with retrievable parameters and a convenient execution of the analysis.
Future extensions of miRPursuit currently in progress aim at also including target prediction validation based on supplied degradome and transcriptome information. In addition, heightened user-friendliness is to be achieved by introducing a graphic user interface to manage process parameters and providing a database for hosting the annotated sequences and all associated metadata.
